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Pulse Building – TU Delft



”It’s cold especially near the glass. 
Surprisingly, the areas far from the 
glass are also cold, even inside the 

classroom is cold.”
Aprisia, Indonesian.

”Pulse gets cold during the winter, 
especially seating on the last floor 
near the glass.”

Mohammed, Ethiopian.

”It's always cold, I have to wear a 
sweater always. But it's good in 
summers that it’s cold.”

Gargi, Indian.

”I usually stay at the study area, it is 
cold during winter. Inside the 
classroom also cold”

Liu, Chinese.
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Too much heat! Too cold!
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Radiating Heat
Room becomes warm

Absorbing Heat
Room becomes cold





Smart Control

Optimizing energy saving and 
thermal comfort

Retrofitting

Modifying/adding something on the 
glass to reduce the heat transfer





What is the optimal strategy for reducing energy demand and maintaining thermal comfort in glass 

façade buildings: modifying the existing building system, implementing retrofitting strategies, or 

employing a combination of both approaches? 



What is the optimal strategy for reducing energy demand and maintaining thermal comfort in glass façade 
buildings: modifying the existing building system, implementing retrofitting strategies, or employing a 

combination of both approaches?

RetrofittingSmart Control (MPC)

How can a model be developed for model prediction, and 
what is the problem formulation for the control?

How does the integration of MPC affect energy efficiency 
and occupant comfort?

What are the retrofitting options that doesn’t influence the 
glass façade look?

How do they impact energy consumption and thermal 
comfort?

MPC + Retrofitting

What are the comparative advantages and disadvantages (in relation to energy 
demand and thermal comfort) of modifying building systems vs implementing 
retrofitting strategies?

What is the effectiveness of combining building system modifications with 
retrofitting strategies in achieving optimal energy savings and comfort levels?













Prediction calculation

Calculation validation





Simple room example



Simple room example



Version 1

Version 2

Version 3



version 1 version 2 version 3

Envelope only Envelope and inner mass
Lumped envelope
and inner mass

20 nodes 22 nodes 5 nodes

20 x 20 matrix 22 x 22 matrix 5 x 5 matrix



version 1 version 2 version 3

CV(RMSE) should be <30% and MBE should be <10% for hourly calibration.



version 1 version 2 version 3

CV(RMSE) should be <30% and MBE should be <10% for hourly calibration.







Non-derivative based algorithmDerivative based algorithm

L-BFGS-B and SLSQP Nelder-Mead



attempt 1 attempt 2 attempt 3

Parameters
Sun absorption of glass and opaque

Parameters
Sun absorption of glass and opaque
(different starting values)

Parameters
Sun absorption of glass and opaque
+ thermal mass of inner surface

Results
Parameter values and CV(RMSE)
did not change

Results
Parameter values changed but
CV(RMSE) did not change

Results
CV(RMSE) still not changed

The algorithms were sensitive with decimal starting point,
but why did the CV(RMSE) stay the same?



attempt 4

100 set of parameters
(randomly picked from 3rd attempt)

Monte-Carlo simulation



attempt 4

Distribution of the CVRMSE is narrow

Monte-Carlo simulation





Local Optimum Algorithm

COBYLA and SLSQP



SLSQP is smoother

COBYLA is more aggresive



Indoor
temperature

Energy demand





Change
composition

Add
shading

Change
glass

Add
enamels

Add
films

Add
coatings

Add
paints

Add
PCM

Add
Curtains



Add
films

Add
Curtains



Solar control
film (inside)

Curtain
0% openness

Insulating
film

Low-E
film

Curtain
28% openness

Curtain
54% openness

Air pocket
curtain

Solar control
film (outside)

System 8System 7System 6System 5System 4System 3System 2System 1



Resistance

Absroptance



Solar control
film (inside)

Insulating
film

Low-E
film

Solar control
film (outside)

System 4System 3System 2System 1



Curtain
0% openness

Curtain
28% openness

Curtain
54% openness

Air pocket
curtain

System 8System 7System 6System 5













SLSQP tends prioritize 
comfort

COBYLA tends to save 
more energy





Systems with COBYLA-MPC are overpowering 
in terms of energy saving

Base with
COBYLA-MPC

Curtain 0 openness
with COBYLA-MPC

Air pocket curtain
with COBYLA-MPC



Curtains alone only reduce a low amount of 
energy demand

Curtain 0% openness
without MPC

Air pocket curtain
without MPC



Curtains alone are overpowering in 
terms of thermal comfort

Curtain 0% openness

Air pocket curtain

Curtain 0% openness

Air pocket curtain



MPC systems are pushing towards the 
comfort limits

MPC alone

Curtain 0% openness
with MPC

Air pocket curtain
with MPC

MPC alone

Curtain 0% openness
with MPC

Air pocket curtain
with MPC



Trade off



If I were to fix Pulse…







Recycled Papers









Recap.
[ ˈriːkap ]   verb.

state again as a summary; recapitulate.



Lumped model works, but it has limitations



Lumped model works, but it has limitations

Algorithms behave differently, choose wisely



Lumped model works, but it has limitations

Algorithms behave differently, choose wisely

A trade-off consequences



Lumped model works, but it has limitations

Algorithms behave differently, choose wisely

A trade-off consequences

Simple retrofitting strategies can work



Smart system is to save energy; retrofitting strategies are to improve comfort.

Use both to help complement each other. 

At the end of the day, it’s all about priority. 



Thank you!


